"We have been using the underpads for
several months now. Most of our residents are
fully incontinent. These underpads absorb
more urine, keeping it away from the person's
bottom, as well as block the odors. We have
not had an underpad that actually blocks
urine odors like this product. We are very
pleased with the results, and the cost is
comparable to all of the similar size pads we
have used over the years."

Because your patients
and staff deserve a
pleasant environment …

-Liz Littleton, MSN, AGCNS-BC, Owner
Lighthouse Assisted Living

You do everything you possibly can to provide the best care and
experience for your patients, residents and staff … and that includes
the environment in which they heal, live, and work daily.
Neutralizing odor — specifically, urine odor — within your facility is now
made easier, thanks to a brand-new product developed and launched
late last year as a direct result of feedback from healthcare
professionals and advocates like you …

Introducing EnviroSorb® Reusable Underpads: The Ultimate Upgrade in Urine Odor-Control & Comfort

Welcome to the next generation of medical underpads: EnviroSorb® UOC by LDI Medical — with rapid
urine odor control that can truly make a difference in the lives of your patients, residents, and hardworking staff. Not only do they work incredibly well, they can laundered and reused up to 30 times.

The Science Behind the Solution

EnviroSorb® UOC underpads feature unique proprietary materials and innovative design features to
offer your patients the ultimate upgrade in urine odor-control and comfort.
 Advanced Moisture-Barrier Technology: Soft, fast-wicking unique cover material
neutralizes odors and is ruggedly quilted to an absorbent core that rapidly traps fluid to
prevent leakage and keep your patient dry.
 Unique, Long-Lasting Urine Neutralizing Chemistry: The proprietary materials start going
to work immediately to absorb and minimize urine odor, and continue to work effectively
after multiple launderings (up to 30 times) with bleach or peroxide.
 Eco-Friendly, Economical & 100% Designed for Comfort: Thoughtfully constructed lay-flat
technology eliminates unwanted bunching and rolling while keeping the pad thin and
compact with maximum absorption and improved laundering performance (drastically
reducing waste). Latex-free, PVC-free, allergen-free, and Prop 65 compliant.

Request your free sample today
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